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More notes from the Hatefest trickle in. These scribbles are from the Cicero Library and arrived via email today. One interesting find is that someone named "Morales" at the ALA gave out "bad press advice". So that's who was responsible for giving the OPPL bad advice when it came to dealing the press. Another interesting find is that the ILA delivered "Top 10 Tips" during the Hatefest. Yet again, the public employees are being told to "speak to experts"...but the so-called "experts" are people who work for the ALA and ILA who are advising these public employees to treat the public as the opposition and to fight oversight and scrutiny. The hatefest notes also clearly show that "Megan Fox" was a topic of conversation. I doubt it was the other Megan Fox they were talking about, the one who fights the Robot Turtles and is married to the kid from 90210. Can't wait to find out what the ILA's "Top 10 Tips" were. I'm going to FOIA around for that. The handwriting of these Hatefest attendees is terrible. And every last one of them is making about $100,000/year in taxpayer-provided salaries. Amazing.